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Selection / Creation / Transformation / Sharing / Discussion 
Articulation individual and collective visions 

Living resources by the communities that support them

Objectives
Do not concern resources but actors
Better understanding of an evolving phenomenon
Making poorly understood processes intelligible in a transition 
context (paper - digital transition, hybridization)

Between end-of-pipe 
adaptation and 

collective design



(1) Key importance of educational resources
• Instrumental

• From paper to digital, with a lot of different hybridizations

• Spreading infrastructure and explosion of individual use of digital objects

• Social
• New subjects, New knowledge and Interactivity

• Post modern school? Multiple views, multiple voices, more than one source 

• Google, social networks, smartphones… new relationship with knowledge

• Scarcity / abundance

• Increasing responsibility of teachers concerning educational resources
• Less external authority guarantee / Less or no validation, legitimization?
• Increasing duration of preparation 

• New pressure, students, parents… expect visible quality of documents (presentation and 
readability), up to date data…
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(2) Access (open) not sufficient to insure equity

• Very well-known and stable result
• Great benefice for those well equipped: self-directness…

• Confirmed in recent studies about LLL and MOOCs
• Éléonore Vrillon PHD Thesis (Sept., 2018)

• MOOC “despite their basis in democratic values and principles, there are still many 
inequalities in access and outcomes in both compulsory academic and vocational 
education”

• Jean Condé PHD Thesis (Dec., 2018)
• “Due to poor collective self-regulation, and due to the lack of pedagogical guidance and 

legal framework, there is a high risk that only the most self-regulated individuals benefit 
from such opportunities.”

• Who has access / who succeeds / who benefits from the use?
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(3) Teachers and capacity environment

• Role: respect national programs (prescribed curricula), 
select educational resources  and adapt them finely 
to the group they have to manage

• Educational resources at the heart of teaching profession
• Diversity: very or even strictly personal

• Continuity of practices
• Not productive to focus on opposition paper / digital

• Continuous monitoring process 

• Control is required for appropriation

• Pay attention to environment
• Capaciting (Sen) or emancipating environments 
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(4) State and Market: complex interaction 
and a world cult of innovation 
• Traditional school publishers, edTech startup… which evolution?

• A recent report for French context (Levoin, 2018) 

• Many new digital products, not always adapted to school culture

• Innovation trap: we do not cultivate the "common", we constantly 
import new products

• Opposed to practices considered commonplace, 
but essential in daily work 
• not seen externally as innovative, 

• How to design the adapted glasses to be able to perceive the innovation in 
commonplace  activities?
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(5) Being aware of new enclosures

• New platforms, including services, managing resources for teachers

• Neurosciences and AI, misunderstood or misused, can confort teacher 
exclusion
• Offering data processing leading to decisions by experts or by machines 

reducing the decision-making power of teachers

• reducing teachers’ agentivity

• Ready made resources preventing for any appropriation process

• Risk of teachers' downgrading or proletarization
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New role?

• Teachers having to 
counterbalance the 
deleterious effects of 
programs that they do 
not understand
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Worried about students' social detachment in 
tech-based learning, some schools are trying to 
weave social-emotional support into lessons. 

By Sarah D. Sparks, November 6, 2018



(6) Importance of teachers’ collectives

• A lot of teachers networks, communities, collectives (unions)
• producing, discussing, exchanging resources

• in a lot of countries, using websites, blogs, Facebook, Twitter…

• Effects of collective work:
• professional development, 

• Innovation (inventing new pedagogical situations)

• Legitimation by peers

• What is quality?
• The result of quality approaches, compliance with standards leading to final 

production

• A byproduct of collective management, constant adaptation to different 
audience
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A book in progress (Aurélie Beauné)
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Old (almost a 
century) and 

new collectives

Model changes

Collective 
or personal 
orientation



Resources production by teachers’ collectives
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Tensions around resources

• Control of (by) resources
• Pedagogical freedom and  infrastructure

• Innovators et consumers

• Two temptations 
• Hiérarchy of pedagogies

• Reduction to technique
• Medical metaphor, best method

• Models (school, university) in question
• Democratization, enterprise and employment, chronic renewal of knowledge.... 

• What are the medium-term effects? (franchised establishments, teachers' 
downgrading, new professions?)


